Outline for Financial Conditions in the
Horoscope:

General to Specific

Today we will review general financial conditions from
general trend perspectives (briefly) to an individual’s chart
and its possibilities and challenges. You will need:
materials from the library and a 20th century ephemeris for
this lecture.
Barbara Koval wrote, Time and Money, The Astrology of Wealth, in 1993. Ms. Koval, who
passed away in the Summer of 2002, was one of the original groups of astrologers who worked
with financial cycles in the 20th century. In addition, she worked with such great techniques like
analyzing ingress charts to foretell economic trends. In your library today is a handout in Excel,
which shows varied indicators present in an Ingress Chart showing such things as price increase
and decreases for quarters. This handout is for your reference and includes the houses of a
country’s chart divided as economic sectors. For example, the second house reflects the
storehouse of wealth, banking systems, while the eighth house is an indicator for company debt.
We can use this same system or idea when reviewing a natal chart. Of course, always
look at all factors rather than one or two, but for the purposes of today’s lecture, we are looking at
some of the indicators in natal charts and their platforms regarding cash flow, debt, spending, self
worth value. We are also looking at what happens when those house cusps are progressed, when
their rulers are triggered by major transits, or, even an eclipse. What does this mean? How can
you bring this information to the table for your client to have better understanding?
I.

II.
III.

IV.
V.

Examine condition of the rulers of the 2nd, 6th, 10th house. This trinity gives you an
idea of the style or the method in which the individual creates, works, and manifests
their identity in the outer world. We will use a case study of a builder of subdivisions,
a national company. Data is: Aug 6, 1946, 11:34 AM, PST, 117W05’54”,
32N40’41”. We will also look at Martha Stewart’s Living Omnimedia business
chart. Data is: July 26, 1999, 11 am, Dover, Delaware, EDT, 075W31, 39N09. See
library for these charts.
Examine the pre-natal eclipses, both Lunar and Solar right before birth. These are on
June 14, 1946 at 23 Sag 03’ (Lunar Total)…and a Solar Partial on June 29, 1946 at 6
Cancer 48’. What do they indicate or show you?
Next focus in on the second and eighth house rulers. What unusual circumstances
surround the ruler of the 8th? What benefits of the ruler of the 2nd house are
indicated? These examples are a short sampling of what we look at when reviewing
a natal chart of either a company, or, an individual.
Discussion regarding how these conditions, or, any for that matter, can be improved,
or indicate change when they are coming up.
This lecture shows how Georgia Stathis teaches. We are considering several 1.5 hour
lecture/workshops for the Business Course. See library for some of the topics to be
covered. Georgia Stathis at www.starcycles.com and for Online College.
(www.astrocollege.com).

